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Ms Caroline Yuen, PhD,
Health and Wellbeing Fun Day
Manager of Strategic Development
together. The members of
The'Health and Well- ages range from 76 to 93,
Their tips of healthy lifestyle Tai Chi, Line Dance and Wellbeing Fun Day' on 26
being (yangseng) Dance
are:
February 2010 was one of
groups
of Manningham
balanced
1.
Have
a
the events of the
diet with more home-made Senior Citizens Club gave us
Manningham Healthy
a new experience of
Lifestyle Week 2010, It was food
regularly
exercises - it was so
2.
Exercise
funded by the Council of
enjoyable that a Korean that
3. Develop good
Manningham city and a
a Korean lady was holding
hobbies
collaboration of Chinese
her little boy while dancing.
with
Engage
social
4.
Community Social Services
groups or volunteering
Then we had singing which
centre and four Senior
was facilitatred by Mr Frankie
5. Be happy to
Citizens'Clubs of
pressing
Lee. His voice was really
issues
any
Manningham City Chinese, address
good
and more importantly
6, Ensure to get
Greek, Iranian and Italian.
he made everyone sing and
enough sleep and rest
More than 140 people
7. Minimise wine and action with him. He
enjoyed the fun day
emphasized'Singing is a
caffeine intake
together.
good breathing exercise'
We learned about the
put
which was echoed by all the
we
Accordingly
wisdom of a healthy
lifestyle from a case study of what we learned into practice participants.
6 seniors of the above four - we had exercise, dancing, After exercise, everyone was
singing and healthy diet
cultural groups, and their

